
Participants will be able to:

- Verbalize three benefits of art
expression for relieving
symptoms of anxiety and
depression

- Explain how and why the
mandala is a symbol of
the Self

- Verbalize three appropriate
verbal prompts when
discussing a client’s
art work with the client

- Describe how three symbols
appearing in the mandalas
of a cancer patient related
to her physical and
psychological healing
process from cancer

- Describe three art activities
appropriate for group
therapy with children or
adults

- Describe three ethical
guidelines for using art in
therapy and counseling

4.5 CEUs Pending

Counselors and other mental health professionals are
learning what the profession of Art Therapy has proclaimed for
years: art making alleviates the symptoms of depression and
anxiety, promotes readiness for learning, and supports healthy
functioning of mind and body. When is it appropriate to use art
expression with mental health clients? What are the ethical
guidelines for utilizing creative self-expression with clients?
When is art making Art Therapy?

From coloring books to creating mandalas (circular designs
with psychological significance), this workshop offers theoretical
background, psychological underpinnings, and hands-on
experiences for appropriate art making activities during mental

health sessions and beyond. Come and explore practical
techniques using art for insight, healing and self-
expression with one of the world’s leading
proponents of art for healing.

April 9
The Georgia Art Therapy Association presents

Presenter: Susanne Fincher, M.A.,L.P.C and Board-Certified
Art Therapist, brings more than 30 years' experience as an
artist, teacher, psychotherapist and author. Her books have
been translated into more than a dozen languages.

Fincher's approach builds on the work of C.G. Jung. She presents
workshops internationally.

Saturday, April 9, 10:30-4:30
Charles D. Switzer Library, 266 Roswell St., Marietta 30060

Early Registration until March 19. Prices begin at $80.00
To register, go to Eventbrite.com
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